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Writing Qualitative Research Reports: 

A 4-Week Power Program 

 

 
Learn how to write a great qualitative research report, even if you are new to report writing.  
 
What makes for a great qualitative research report? It needs to synthesize and present qualitative 
research findings in a way that your audience will find useful. And that isn’t as easy as it may sound. 
Qualitative information can be complex and rich—analyzing it properly takes discipline. Presenting it so 
that others can grasp key results takes knowledge of best practices.  
 
The options for analyzing and reporting qualitative research results are taught here in a fun, practical 
way.    
 
In this 4-Week Power Program, students learn how to analyze qualitative information in order to 
address project objectives, and how to report the findings using various text, visual display and 
multimedia approaches. NOTE: this class includes homework assignments, and students should be 
prepared to spend one hour per week on homework. 
 

 

 

Day 1: (90 minutes) Start with 

a Plan 

Crafting a reporting plan and schedule  

Steps for making sure the analysis will support project objectives  

Using a framework for analysis  

Anatomy of a qual report: main sections, order of sections  

All about transcripts  

When to use a top-line memo  

Top-line memo writing strategies  

 In class exercise  

Day 2: (90 minutes) 

Management Summaries, 

Visual Displays 

What is a Management Summary?  

Attributes of a great Management Summary  

Visual displays that summarize results 

Visual displays that showcase analysis 

Examples: How to turn off executive readers 

Exercise: Critique of Management Summary examples 
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Day 3: (90 minutes) 

PowerPoint, Verbatims, 

Multimedia 

Tips for avoiding PowerPoint frustration 

Using PowerPoint to simplify reporting 

Using verbatims: selection, length, formatting 

Exercise: Grading sample verbatims 

Best practices for using audio and video 

In class demonstration 

Day 4: (90 minutes) Special 

Topics, Editing, Style Guides 

How to deliver “bad news” 

Too many transcripts? 

When data are inconclusive or contradictory 

Proofreading tips: how to catch common writing errors 

Creating a style guide for your organization 

Exercise: Content selection for your Style Guide 

3 things to do before presenting qualitative results 

Final review exercise 

 

 

 
 

 

Class availability and content subject to change.  For the most current 

information, please contact Sales@ResearchRockstar.com. 
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